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Abstract 
 Metal-on-polymer prostheses in orthopaedics are often subject to high wear level producing large 

polyethylene particles that the body has difficulties to eliminate. Those debris can lead to prosthesis 

loosening. This study investigates the wear behaviour of TA6V, a CoCr alloy, M30NW and 316L 

stainless steels against UHMWPE on a pin-on-disc tribometer under lubricated conditions. Friction 

coefficient of 316L showed an inflection in their rise while the increase of others was linear. 316L also 

produced the most friction and wear. On the contrary, CoCr confirmed its good properties. Both 

stainless steels showed similar behaviour and metal manufacturing process only modified UHMWPE 

loss and not the wear rates.  

 
 

Sammanfattning 
 Metall-på-polymer proteser i ortopedi är ofta föremål för hög slitagenivå som producerar stora 

polyetenpartiklar som kroppen har svårigheter att eliminera. Dessa partiklar kan leda till 

proteslossning. Denna studien undersöker slitagebeteendet hos TA6V, en CoCr-legering, M30NW och 

316L rostfritt stål mot UHMWPE på en stift-på-disk-tribometer under smörjda förhållanden. 

Friktionskoefficienten för 316L visade en transient i sin ökning medan ökningen för de andra var 

linjär. 316L producerade också mest friktion och slitage. Tvärtom bekräftade CoCr sina goda 

egenskaper. Båda de rostfria stålen visade liknande beteende och metalltillverkningsprocessen 

modifierade endast UHMWPE-förlusten och inte slitagehastigheterna. 
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1. Introduction  
Osteoarthritis is a degenerative disease of the joints, affecting 37% of the population between 18 and 

79 years old and more than 82% of the elderly (> 65 y.o.) in North America [1]. When the pain and 

loss of motion is too severe, the joint is replaced by an implant or a prosthesis (arthroplasty). In the 

hand, the trapezo-metacarpal joint arthrosis is one of the more common affected articulation.  

One main challenge of arthroplasty is their lifespan which is perpetually improved to avoid revision 

surgeries, in particular for young and active patients. Prosthetic wear is therefore an issue which is 

influenced by implant design and materials. Very few articles target hand prostheses, the standard in 

orthopaedic being hip arthroplasty. Among the more common materials used in arthroplasty, metal-

on-polymer combinations represent the new trend for “hip type” prostheses. However, recent 

studies reported high amount of polyethylene particles in the periprosthetic tissues in vivo, activating 

body immune system, and leading to osteolysis and implant loosening  [2]. To reduce polyethylene 

wear, counterface material is varied: stainless steel and titanium have been used frequently, but 

nowadays CoCr alloys are gold standard. Biomaterial research on the subject is abundant and the 

aims are high. Alternatives to usual biomaterials such as coatings or composites are investigated but 

it remains at the research level. 

Pin-on-disc is commonly used to investigate in vitro wear rates of orthopaedic prostheses. Despite 

the total change of geometry, it is widely accepted that tribometers are good modelling of prosthesis 

friction. This approach is under study here. The wear of TMC prosthesis components was 

investigated according to counterface material. Tests were performed on a tribometer with 5 metals 

frequently used in arthroplasty. The influence of the materials and the manufacturing processes on 

Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) wear behaviour were analysed and a ranking 

was drawn between them.  

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 
The metal/polymer interface was investigated in order to represent bearing materials from a 

trapezo-metacarpal prosthesis (“hip type”). 5 metals were investigated against the same 

polyethylene. A CoCr28Mo alloy (ISO 5832-12), Ti6Al4V (ISO 5832-3), two stainless steels M30NW 

(ISO 5832-9) and 316 L (ISO 5832-1) were tested. After being rolled, metals underwent different 

processes. M30NW (Aubert&Duval, France), 316L SS (Ugitech, France), and TA6V (Dynamet, France) 

were annealed while CoCrMo (Metaltec, France) naturally cooled. A part of 316 L stainless steel was 

also cold worked1. Their mechanical properties are presented in Table 1. 

Metal Rp 0.2% (MPa) A (%) Rm (MPa) 

TA6V 948 NA 1065 

CoCr28Mo 967 43 1393 

M30NW 590 NA 915 

316 L  371 45 639 

316 L cold worked 6726 12 1006 

Table 1: mechanical properties of testing metals. Rp: tensile strength at 0.2%, Rm: yield strength, A: elongation at break. 

UHMWPE (grade GUR 1050) rods provided by Celanese were used as counterface. The polyethylene 

was shaped by compression moulding. Three pins were machined from each metal. Both extremities 

have a hemi-spherical shape with 9 mm diameter, allowing two tests with the same piece. They all 

                                                           
1
 Cold working is hardening of a metal by plastic deformation.    
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were polished (roughness Ra < 0.05 μm) according to ISO 21534. Plates were machined from 

polyethylene rods in rectangular shape (41 mm x 10 mm) with 4 mm thickness. They had a mean 

roughness of 2 μm. Figure 1 shows photographs of the UHMWPE plates and the metal pins. All 

materials were gamma irradiated to ensure sterilization (standard 3 ± 0.5 MRads dose in air) by 

Ionisos (France). Pins and plates were stored in air for 3 weeks before testing.  

  
Figure 1: Experimental samples: metal pin (left) and UHMWPE plate(right) 

2.2 Determination of joint loads  
In order to establish the more representative experimental protocol of the in vivo implant use, 

loadings in the hand joints were computed. Indeed, the load at the joint rapidly increases across the 

hand compared to the load applied at the hand extremity. When pitching 1 kg, CMC joint of the 

thumb is charged by 13.42 kg [3] (Figure 2). 

Some studies have been performed about the hand joints biomechanics. Gislasson and al. gave the 

load distribution through the metacarpals during prehension (with a load applied on all fingers, not 

like pitching) [4]. Thus, input loading onto the digits is 39%, 19%, 16%, 14% and 12% of the total load 

on the metacarpals ranking from the first to the fifth. Another study shows that  when 143 N load (1 

kg hold) is applied on the metacarpals, 170 N are measured over the whole midcarpal joint and 161 N 

over the radiocarpal joint [5]. In particular, the TMC joint could receive until 557 N when the patient 

Figure 2: Load distribution in thumb joint [2]  
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is bearing 10 kg. The whole hand load distribution is presented by joint in Figure 3 for an initial 

loading of 1 kg through all the fingers. 

The stress is the most relevant variable of the experiment because it takes into account the surface 

of the samples. Its value in the TMC joint must therefore be reproduced in the interface during the 

tests. The in vivo TMC joint stress      is derived from the TMC joint loading     , and the contact 

surface of the first metacarpal      (Equation 1) [6]. 

     
    

    
 

   

   
             

 

2.3. Wear tests 
Material wear at the prosthetic interface in the CMC joint was modelled in vitro with a ball-on-plate 

set up.  

2.3.1. Samples and set up 
3 pins were machined in each metal with spherical extremities (R=4.5 mm). UHMWPE was cut into 10 

thin plates of 41*10*4 mm and stocked in air until the experiment. They were tested on a tribometer 

TE 77 Plint.   

2.3.2. Experimental protocol 
The POD experiment consisted in a pin sliding back and forward on the plate for 15 mm at 2 Hz 

frequency (Figure 4). The frequency is coherent with thumb use. A normal load of 20N was selected 

to create a worst-case according to the tribometer capacity.  

For a ball-on-plate set up, initial pressure contact is computed from Hertz’s model (equation 2). A ball 

radius R, with material characteristics       loaded under   against a plate with modulus and 

Poisson’s coefficient       produces a circular surface contact where contact pressure depends on 

the location in the circle. The maximum of pressure    is reached at the circle centre [7]: 

Figure 3: Summary of load distribution in hand joint 
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With the experimental parameters assuming a stainless-steel ball 

(                          ) and PE plate (                  ), maximum contact 

pressure is 47.4 MPa. It is tenfold more elevated than contact stress at the TMC interface for a 

patient carrying 10 kg and fivefold than the stress inside a TMC prosthesis under 20N. 

The experiment was performed under lubrication conditions using bovine serum (Eurobio Ingen) at 

37°C to model in vivo environment. To compensate serum evaporation due to friction heating, 5 ml 

of non-ionized water was added every hour.  As UHMWPE has absorbent properties, the plates were 

entirely immersed in the lubricant to ensure homogeneity of the material. Pins were tilted with an 8° 

angle for testing due to manufacturing of the hemispherical extremities which may have created a 

defect.  

These tests aim to sort material combinations depending on their wear behaviour, not to represent 

years of prosthesis use. The experiment therefore lasted for 50000 cycles. It is worth mentioning that 

the test conditions were defined so that the contact pressure did not exceed the yield strength of the 

tested metals, avoiding any plastic deformation. 

2.4. Result acquisition  

2.4.1. Wear measuring 
During POD testing, tangential and normal forces     were recorded by piezoelectrical cells at 1 Hz 

frequency and then derived into the coefficient of friction   (equation 3). Gravimetric wear was also 

measured (ISO 14243): both pins and discs were weighted before and after the test, to record mass 

loss and give the wear rate. Moreover, profile depth was followed through the frame height by laser 

(Keyence LK-H020) during the experiment and derived into linear wear rate (Figure 5).  

  
 

 
     

 

Figure 4: POD set up with protocol specifications (Kerimedical documents) 
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Figure 5: Tribometer set-up where pin penetration into the plate (1) and tangential force (3) are recorded during the motion 
(2) 

2.4.2. Surface observation 
Surface observations using a microscope were made of the component surfaces and the profile track. 

In addition, 3D images of the wear track were recovered with a profilometer (Contour GT, Bruker) 

allowing analysis of the track cross section. 

3. Results 

3.1. Coefficient of Friction  
Mean CoF variations for the 5 metals are plotted (weak coloured curves) in Figure 6. In order to 

clearly compare the signals, CoF rolling average curves are added in bright colours to the graph. 

Firstly, friction decreases during the test regardless the material couplings. The first phase of the 

experiment (0-24000 cycles) is characterized by the homogeneity of metal behaviours, with close 

COF values and similar variation trends. Then, metal behaviours diverge according to their nature 

and manufacturing process. Detailed results are given below. Finally, the metals ranked from the 

highest to the lowest CoF are cold worked 316L, annealed 316L, CoCr, M30NW, and TA6V with very 

close values for both 316L (0.132) and CoCr/M30NW (0.110). Moreover, final slopes attest of the 

stabilization of titanium friction unlike the other metals (Figure 6) with a tenfold lower COF rate for 

TA6V. 
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Figure 6: Friction behavior of orthopaedic metals against UHMWPE (top) and final friction (bottom) 
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The effect of chemical composition within the same metal group was also investigated by comparing 

the friction behaviour of M30NW and annealed 316L. Figure 7 shows very different behaviour 

variations for the stainless steels, 316L undergoing larger variations during the experiment unlike 

M30NW. However, by considering the late period of the experiment, both materials can be fit with a 

linear curve having a 2E-06 s-1 slope, sign of the similar friction behaviour of the stainless steels. 

Finally, 316L presented a worse friction resistance with a CoF of 0.13 against 0.12 for M30NW at 

50000 cycles.  

The metal category influence on friction behaviour between a CoCr alloy, a titanium alloy, and a 

stainless steel is presented in Figure 8 for the entire experiment duration. As stated before, during 

the first part of the test, the three metals look similar. After 25000 cycles, TA6V friction stopped its 

increase and stabilized around 0.105, contrary to M30NW and CoCr which pursue their raise with 

similar CoF rates of 2.0E-06 s-1 and 3.0E-06 s-1 respectively. 

Figure 8: Comparison of friction behavior of the main metals used for orthopaedic applications 

Figure 7: Friction results for annealed M30NW and 316L during the whole experiment (left) and at the end (right) 
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Finally, the effect of manufacturing process on friction behaviour of metal/UHMWPE was 

investigated on 316L stainless steels. Figure 9 reports the friction behaviour of annealed and 

annealed + cold worked metals against UHMWPE. Both materials behave similarly coupled for the 

whole experiment except between 24000-36000 cycles when friction in the cold worked SS exhibited 

a stiffer rise. It is worth also mentioning cold worked 316L has a slightly higher CoF than annealed 

316L for the whole experiment duration.  

 

3.2. Wear rates 
Linear wear of the pin and plate assemblies was also monitored by laser. Results for the five metals 

show a linear wear rate for all the samples (colour lines on Figure 10). The worst wear resistance is 

linked to annealed 316L pins (around 80μm by the end of the test) while CoCr alloy produced the 

lowest wear amount (40-50μm). TA6V, M30NW, and cold worked 316L form an intertwined group 

showing difficulties to be ranked. 

Figure 9: Process influence on wear behaviour of 316L stainless steel 
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As for the friction coefficient, wear behaviour for the same metallic family is assessed (Figure 11). 

Annealed 316L increases by 30% the wear as compared to M30NW, however, they did not show 

significant wear rate difference (p>0.05). For the last 22000 cycles, M30NW reduced the wear 

production whereas the variation of 316L wear over the whole experiment was representative of the 

few last hours. 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Wear behaviour of orthopaedic metals against UHMWPE 

Figure 11: Wear behaviour of stainless steels during the whole experiment (left) and at the final stage (right) 
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Comparison between metallic families, based on titanium, CoCr and M30NW samples allowed to 

rank them according to the growing wear amount produced by their friction against UHMWPE, from 

CoCr to TA6V (Figure 12). Focusing on wear rates, both titanium and CoCr alloys and CoCr and 

M30NW demonstrated significant differences (p<0.01 and p<0.05).  

 

Finally, the influence of the manufacturing process on wear production is reported on Figure 13 by 

comparing both 316L stainless steels. Cold worked metal presented a stiffer wear rate than the 

annealed material however these results were not significantly different. Moreover, final wears for 

cold worked and annealed SS demonstrated a ratio 7:8 with wear values of 70μm and 80μm 

respectively. Final wear rates were less different than when considering the whole experiment 

results meaning that M30NW reached a landing.  

 

It can also be mentioned that gravimetric wear was too small to be measured and reported. 

3.3. Surface observations 
After testing, UHMWPE plates and metal pins surface damages were microscopically observed to 

characterize wear mode and quantify the wear of each material. Firstly, with naked eye the pins have 

Figure 13: Process influence on the wear behaviour of 316L 

Figure 12: Wear behaviour of the main metals used for orthopaedic applications during the whole experiment (left) and at the final stage 
(right) 
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produced less wear than the polyethylene plates. Indeed, UHMWPE showed a deep longitudinal 

wear profile while the pins which presented surface damages.  

All the pins presented surface abrasion on the friction area in the form of a golden metal ellipsoid 

surrounded by a white line whose width varied over the metals (Figure 14).  

Dimensions of the damages are given in Table 2. 

 

 TA6V 316L cold worked 316L annealed CoCr M30NW 

Length L1 (μm) 1433.7 1391.9 1255.5 1171 1148.9 

Width L2 (μm) 727.6 627.6 532.8 493.9 552.3 
Table 2: Damage dimensions on metallic pins. CoCr (right) and annealed 316L (right). 

Plates exhibited two kinds of wear tracks (Figure 15) regardless the material counterface: groove 

lines parallel to the motion direction (left) and a smooth track at the polyethylene surface (right). 

Wear tracks on the plates were approximatively 1.5 mm width. 

 

Figure 14: Microscopic observation of wear on a CoCr pin (right) and an annealed 316L pin (left) 

Figure 15: Microscopic observation of the wear track on UHMWPE against CoCr (right) and cold worked 316L 
(left) pins 
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3.4. Profilometry 
UHMWPE plates were analysed by profilometry to characterize the track dimensions. A 3D 

representation of the profile was created for each plate as shown in Figure 16 for the UHMWPE/CoCr 

coupling. In this case, the relative track depth is about 40 μm, with a deeper wear at the extremities 

of the track. These characteristics are similar for all the samples.   

 

Profilometer study of the tracks focused on its longitudinal and transversal profiles. To this purpose, 

cross-sections was defined by dot lines (left) on the samples where the profile analysis was 

performed. Example of the results is shown in Figure 17 for the TA6V/UHMWPE coupling. Other 

profilometer results can be found in Appendix C.  

Transversal profile: 

The track profile has a round smooth shape. The red area characterizes the track volume i.e. the 

volume of UHMWPE removed under the surface level (orange line). It can also be noticed that excess 

of material is located on each side of the wear track. This phenomenon appears for all couplings (see 

Appendix C). Mean area and depth of the profile is recorded in Table 3 for each material. The 

detailed values can be found in Appendix C. 

Longitudinal profile: 

The track profile shows an asymmetrical shape, with one extremity of the track deeper than the 

other. This observation confirms the analysis of the 3D picture (Figure 16). Moreover, the wear depth 

reduces at the centre of the track regardless the pin material.  As for the transversal cross section, 

both sides of the wear profile correspond to material excess. Dimensions of the track are 

summarized in Table 4 and Appendix C. The asymmetrical profile was due to the operator mistake 

when positioning the pin in the set up.  

 

Figure 16: 3D profilometric model of the UHMWPE plate after friction against 
CoCr 
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Figure 17: 2D profiles of wear track cross-section in the transversal (above, right) and longitudinal axis (below, right). the 
location of the section is indicated for each profile on the plate surface by dot line (left) 

Transversal  TA6V 316L cold worked 316L annealed CoCr M30NW 

Mean depth 
(μm) 

28 ± 2.88 26.23 ± 1.53 27.4 ± 3.12 27.8 ± 2.04 24.67 ± 0.70 

 Mean area 
(μm2) 

23487 ± 1704 21270 ± 1799 22792 ± 2618 24595 ± 
2951 

20507 ± 1543 

Table 3: Dimensions of the wear track on UHMWPE along the transversal axis 

Longitudinal  TA6V 316L cold worked 316L annealed CoCr M30NW 

Mean depth 
(μm) 

31.37 ± 3.62 25.57 ± 2.93 32.17 ± 6.09 35.27 ± 
6.27 

29.53 ± 3.56 

 Mean area 
(μm2) 

206455 ± 
49016 

193648 ± 16273 210007 
±40930 

283851 ± 
51160 

201582 ± 
15437 

Table 4: Dimensions of the wear track on UHMWPE along the longitudinal axis 

 TA6V Annealed 316L Cold worked 
316L 

M30NW CoCr 

TA6V  NS NS * NS 

Annealed 316L   NS NS NS 

Cold worked 316L    * NS 

M30NW     * 
Table 5: Statistical analysis of dimension results (based on Student test). NS=non significant 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Metal type influence 
The aim of this study was to compare wear behaviour of metals in friction with UHMWPE. To this 

purpose, the three metallic families used in orthopaedics was represented by TA6V, M30NW 

stainless steel, and CoCrMo. Based on the previous results, metals showed an initial decrease of the 

CoF which can be explained by the creation of the UHMWPE track at the first stage of the 

experiment. Indeed, during the first cycles, friction occurs on an increasing area from a line to the 

final track. This phase is associated with large polymer deformation due to the material overstressing 

at the contact location. The more the polymer is worn, the lower the CoF becomes due to the 
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repartition of stresses over the expanding contact area. This variation in the friction behaviour could 

also be explained by the lubrification of the polymer. In fact, because UHMWPE is fluid absorbent at 

this time of the experiment, serum absorption must have modified the plate properties and then 

reduce the friction. Then, metal CoFs stabilize until 6000 cycles for TA6V, 7400 cycles for M30NW, 

and 11000 cycles for CoCr and then severely raise. During friction, metallic pins undergo geometrical 

and chemical modifications. Chloride ions (CL-) in bovine serum are known to react with CoCr and 

TA6V surface, creating an oxidation layer which reduces friction [8]. Under these unfavourable 

conditions, the oxidative layer fails, and the polished surface alters unravelling the raw material 

structure with a higher roughness (Figure 14). The unprotected surface is also sensitive to corrosion 

which would raise roughness as well. Finally, TA6V is the only material reaching the steady-state and 

even a CoF reduction can be noticed at 46000 cycles contrary to the results of Guezmil in saline 

solution [8], [9]. Besides, at 50000 cycles the results are in agreement with his except for TA6V which 

produced a higher friction. 

Regarding metal wear behaviour, they all exhibit a constant wear rate during 50000 cycles. The metal 

ranking from the more resistant to the less was similar to conclusions from other studies under the 

same experimental conditions [8], [9]. Besides, TA6V also demonstrated a wear rate twice CoCr rate, 

and significant difference between CoCr and M30NW attests that CoCr has the best wear resistance 

by far. Depth penetration means of the pins were significantly different between M30NW and the 

others, but they did not correlate with linear wear. Since the depth measure can be altered my 

polymer defects, it seems more accurate to use linear wear as an indicator of wear rate. 

The coherence of friction behaviour within a metallic group was also tested by comparing annealed 

316L and M30NW which are both austenitic stainless steels. In fact, M30NW is an improved version 

of 316L with better corrosion resistance due to the addition of manganese and higher mechanical 

properties. Carbon and chromium elements reinforce the material improving its strength. However, 

both metals present the same behaviour, with statistically non-significant wear rates. On the 

contrary, M30NW produced a linear wear 30% reduced compared to 316L. According to Guezmil and 

al., serum contains fatty acids which are known for their good tribological performances. These acid 

chains will attach to metallic surfaces and form a multimolecular layer leading to less friction and 

wear [9]. A chemical study of pin surfaces could identify and quantify acids absorbed by the stainless 

steels and confirm that chemical modifications in M30NW composition improve interactions 

between metal and the serum proteins and therefore reduce the wear.  

4.2. Process influence 
Two manufacturing processes were applied to 316L in order to determine their effect on the material 

friction behaviour. Cold worked SS appears to have the highest CoF, although both materials showed 

similar CoF variations. On the contrary, cold worked 316L produces less wear compared to annealed 

equivalent. We assume that the adhesive component of the wear will be reduced while with a low 

roughness, the abrasive component will not significantly vary. Hence, the wear volume due to cold 

worked metal is lower than with annealed. It can also be mentioned that wear rates were not 

significantly distant (p>0.05), the impact of process seems therefore limited. 

4.3. Profilometry profile  
Some other observations can be made on the profilometer profiles. All the UHMWPE plates 

presented similar depth variation along the longitudinal cross-section, with deeper penetration at 

the track extremities. in fact, the lubrification theory explains this particularity. Indeed, wear 

mechanisms depend on the lubrification regime varying itself according to the motion speed, fluid 
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viscosity and normal loading. The two last being constant the experiment, only pin velocity modifies 

the CoF.  

 

Because the pin motion follows a sinusoidal signal, the extremities of the track correspond to motion 

inversion, where the velocity reaches very low values. At movement initiation and ending, the serum 

film is too thin to separate the samples, leading to high CoF during this limit regime [10]. More 

asperities are in contact, producing a larger wear hence the 3D and 2D profiles (Figure 16). On the 

contrary, when the speed increases, mixt lubrification regime is reached, serum thickness raises and 

separates material surfaces although the velocity is too low to produce a complete dynamic lift of the 

materials. Thus, in this regime, surface contacts remain at few spots. During this phase, CoF is 

inversely proportional to the speed. The following equation bridges Tallian coefficient (left) and 

Stribeck coefficient (right) which draw the regime separation and therefore illustrates the link 

between speed   and serum thickness   [10]. 

 

    √   
     

 
 

  

 
     

 

Considering our materials, the transition velocity between limit and mixt regimes is exceeded during 

the experiment assuming a 1.1x10-3 Pa.s serum viscosity [11]. 

Moreover, the slightly excess of UHMWPE on each side of tracks represents material deformation 

due to the radial stress component applied by the pins on the track walls.  

4.4. Limits of the study 
This report studied the wear behaviour of 5 orthopaedic metals with different chemical composition 

and manufacturing process sliding against UHMWPE as models of the prosthetic behaviour. 

However, the obtained results remain relevant within a specific frame which needs to be clearly 

defined. Therefore, limits of the experiment as well as potential improvements for a more accurate 

study must be stated: 

 Ball-on-plate testing is a purely mechanical test allowing the study of tribological behaviour 

of 2 materials. Because of its geometrical simplicity, it perfectly models few interactions in a 

concrete assembly, in particular in the medical field where complex piece structure is 

developed. Thus, this set-up is a relevant representation of the friction behaviour of a 

material pair but does not accurately model their wear behaviour. Indeed, friction behaviour 

depends on the environment, the surface and material properties which can be reproduced 

in the experiment. However, the geometry of TMC prosthesis is better modelled by a ball-in-

socket set-up. This parameter influences the wear amount. Indeed, wear particles trapped 

between the liner and the head, act like a third body, and enhancing wear production 

whereas PoD is an open set-up where particles are released in the serum and occasionally 

interfere in the friction. The coefficient of friction deduced in this experiment is therefore 

representative of the materials, nonetheless, the experiment only allows to compare wear 

behaviour of prosthetic couplings, not to attribute a wear amount to a coupling modelling 

the real prosthetic wear.  

 Material wear behaviour is very sensitive to the environmental conditions. Thus, results of 

friction under a 20N load will not be similar to results under a 50N load. Even material 

ranking could be different, it is then crucial to reproduce the more accurately as possible the 

use conditions.  
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 In order to be more accurate, creep behaviour of UHMWPE should be taken into account. 

Indeed, polymers under a constant charge show deformation, and it was reported that 

during the first months of implantation of a hip prosthesis, 90% of the head penetration in 

the liner was due to creep [12]. By measuring creep rate of UHMWPE under 20N, the 

deformation could be removed from the PoD penetration depth to only access the wear. 

Among the potential improvements on the topic, the main axes would be: 

 To lengthen the test duration to reach the steady-state of all the materials and conclude 

regarding their friction behaviour. 

 To test more samples to be able to perform more accurate statistical analyses of the results. 

3 tests for each coupling is the minimum to compute correct means and p-values. 

 To enhance prosthetic material wear behaviour by improving the wear resistance of 

UHMWPE. More common methods are radiation crosslinking followed by a heat treatment 

to limit oxidation phenomenon or vitamin E doping of a cross-linked polyethylene. 

 

5. Conclusion  
The major problem of orthopaedic prostheses is their limited lifetime after implantation. By reducing 

prosthetic wear, their use would significantly be extended, and patient would avoid revision surgery 

because of aseptic loosening. Wear behaviour of 5 metals coupled with UHMWPE in a bovine serum 

environment is investigated on a ball-on-plate tribometer. The effect of manufacturing process, type 

of metal, and chemical composition on wear behaviour have been assessed for TA6V, CoCr, annealed 

and cold worked 316L, and M30NW.  

Results showed CoCr has the most wear resistant metal unlike annealed 316L. Cold worked 316L 

demonstrated the highest wear rate predicting large number of particles in a long term. Moreover, 

neither the process nor the annealed stainless steels exhibited similar wear behaviour and different 

frictional response, while the process choice slightly influenced the friction and was significant on the 

wear. However, the experiment did not reach the friction steady-state of all materials hence longer 

tests would be needed to conclude with definitive values.  

This experiment allowed to sort the metals according to their tribological properties and to compare 

the effect of several parameters in it. Pin-on-disc is however, not perfectly representative of a final 

prosthesis since its geometry does not take into account third body wear mechanism. 

Complementary tests on simulator must therefore be performed to attest of the low wear 

production of a specific coupling.  
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A. Appendix - Background 

1. Anatomy of the hand 
Only bone and cartilage architecture are at stake in the present report.  

1.1. Bone structure 
The hand is composed by many bones (27) regarding its small volume. This structure allows a high 

mobility and complex movements. Bones are sorted in three groups: 

- The carpals (8 bones) 

- The metacarpals (5 bones) 

- The phalanges (14 bones) 

The first bones are the smallest of the hand: the carpals. These short bones are part of the wrist 

articulation. They are spatially aligned in two rows parallel to the wrist joint. The first one is 

composed by the Triquetrum (Tr), Lunate (L), and Scaphoid (S) from the lateral side to the medial. 

The distal line is composed by the Hamate (H), Capitate (C), Trapezoid (Td), and Trapezium (Tz) 

(Figure 18).  

Attached to the carpals, the metacarpals still belong to the palm but initiate the finger links. These 

can be considered having the same structure as long bones. They are denominated from I for the 

thumbs to V for the little finger.  

Each finger is then parted into 3 phalanges (distal-middle-proximal), except the thumbs which have 

only two.  

1.2. Cartilage 
The joints are the junction between bones, however the bone extremities do not face each other. 

Cartilage insures the transition. They cover the extremities and makes a soft tissue layer to damp the 

shocks and avoid the bones to rub and wear.  

2. Biomechanics of the hand joints 
The bones are separated by joints. The bone extremities covered with cartilage are surrounded by 

synovial layer and ligaments which contain the synovial liquid. When the joint is loaded, the fluid is 

moving in the joint, pressing against the cartilage and spreading the load over the entire bone 

surface (Figure 19). 

 The wrist joint is called radiocarpal and links the carpal with the radius and ulna. The midcarpal joint 

separates the two rows of carpals, the carpometacarpal (CMC), metacarpophalangeal (MCP), 

proximal interphalangeal (PIP), and distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints the bones with the same names 

(Figure 18).  

PIP, MCP and the midcarpal joints can only flex and extend. There are small motions between the 

carpal from the same line, but it has been demonstrated they could be neglected [13].  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 18: Hand anatomy. (a) bones (b) joints [2] 

  

3. Osteoarthrosis [14] 
Osteoarthrosis (OA) is the most common disease of the joints. It consists of a joint cartilage 

breakdown associated with synovial swelling. The pressure in the fluid increases causing pain in the 

tissues around. In the worst-case scenario, the cartilage totally disappears, synovial fluid flows away, 

and bones rub together causing more pain and bone damage [15].  

OA principally affects the aged population, but other factors can cause it: overuse of the junction, 

obesity, or heredity. Every joint can be affected although it happens more often in hips, knees, hands 

and feet.  Regarding the hand, one twelfth of people over 60 years old have osteoarthrosis (OA). It is 

mainly located in the small joints like the PIP and at the base of the thumbs. For instance the 

Scaphoid-Trapezo-Trapezium joint (STT) has been identified to be highly  vulnerable to wear due to 

its use frequency [4]. 

Figure 19: Joint structure with and without arthrosis (webmd.com) 
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Various ways to treat OA exist, among them arthroplasty consists in restoring the joint functions by 

implanting a prosthesis to insure the junction between bones (complete arthroplasty).  

4. Prostheses 
Prostheses used in arthroplasty can present very different shapes according to the joint considered. 

The way they are fixed to the bone is also various.  

4.5. Type of prostheses 
In case of arthrosis, the joint can be more or less deteriorated, sometimes only one bone cartilage 

needs to be replaced by a resurfacing prosthesis. Thus, several kinds of implants were developed to 

adapt the patient needs. Indeed, conserving intact bones and cartilages as long as we can, results in 

better treatments: wider range of mobility, less dislocations, etc. Nonetheless, the advantages of 

resurfacing compared to total joint replacement are still discussed [16]. 

4.2. Full joint replacement prosthesis 
Historically, total joint replacement was the most common and first prostheses type to be developed 

in arthroplasty [16]. It consists in an articulated device, in at least two pieces. The most popular 

shapes used in arthroplasty of the hand copy the hip and knee prostheses. They are used for the IPP 

and CMC joints.  

Among the CMC arthroplasties, some prostheses are largely inspired from hip arthroplasties. 

Common assembly is a combination of a cup in metal or ceramic, a liner often in polymer, a head in 

metal or ceramic fixed to a neck and a stem (Figure 20). Variations of this single mobility prosthesis 

exist, using a mobile head around the neck or modifying the material combination, the design. Figure 

20 illustrates the composition of a current model of this “hip type” CMC prosthesis. In the case of the 

hand, the cup is introduced in the carpals while the stem corresponds to the metacarpals. The type 

of fixation into the bone will be presented later. 

The PIP prostheses were created to perform a flexion/extension motion. Based on the model of knee 

replacement, the prostheses function as a hinge (Figure 20). Made in silicone or in metal, they are 

one of the more common hand prostheses. 

If the two joints concentrate a huge part of the current hand implants due to their similarities with 

the older arthroplasty of the hip and knee, other joints need to be investigated and treated as the 

radiocarpal or midcarpal joints. Some products on the market begin to address these issues but the 

subject stays limited so far. 

4.3. Resurfacing prosthesis  
When the cartilage is not fully deteriorated, the recent trend is restoring the bone and maintaining 

the more initial tissues as much as possible by using a resurfacing prosthesis. As indicated by its 

name, the principle is to recreate the bone surface without removing its extremity. Two categories of 

resurfacing have been created: a complete resurfacing implant or a hemi-surface replacement 

prosthesis. 

The first one is composed by two parts, very similar to the total joint replacement devices. Each bone 

of the joint bears a part of the prosthesis, on one side a cup and on the other side a head with a neck 

of fixation. The difference with a total hip replacement is shown Figure 21 [17]. The benefits of using 

resurfacing over total joint replacement have been investigated for hip arthrosis [16].    
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(a) (b) 
Figure 20: Total joint replacement prostheses (a) for the hip [7] and (b) the knee [8]. The hip implant is composed of 1) the 
cup 2) the liner 3) the head and 4) the stem. 

The other type of resurfacing prosthesis applies only on one bone of the joint. The motion occurs 

between the device and the opposite bone/cartilage. In the hand, hemi-arthroplasty of the STT and 

wrist joint have been the most developed (Figure 22). 

 

 
(a) IncaTM  

(Groupe Lepine website) (b) CobraTM (Groupe Lepine website) 

Figure 22: Hemi-surfacing implants for the STT (a) and the wrist (b) joint 

Figure 21: Comparison between a resurfacing implant (left) and a total joint 
replacement (right) of the hip (jri.verity.org) 
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4.4. Interposition implant  
The last kind of device to treat arthrosis in the hand is the interposition implant. This piece of 

biomaterial is placed in the middle of the joint and transmits loadings by replacing the cartilage role.  

 

 
Figure 23: STT prosthesis in pyrocarbon (Tornier website) and radiography of its implantation (twitter.com/mike_hayton) 

So far, two main arthroses are treated in the hand: the trapezometacarpal and the Scaphoid-

Trapezo-Trapezium. As the study of this disease recently started, only disks or balls in pyrocarbon are 

on the market. Figure 23 presents one of the current products.  

4.5. Type of prosthesis fixation 
The prostheses may also be classified according to their fixation system. Various ways are used, from 

additional mechanical systems to biological processes.  

4.5.1 Direct mechanical fixation 

The more basic fixation system used in prosthetics of the hand is based on the use of an external 

attach system. Screw, wires can be used for instance. One example of prosthesis with this system is 

the Integra Freedom wrist implant (Integra Orthopaedics) (Figure 24). 

 

4.5.2 Passive fixation 

Passive fixation relies on mechanical principles to provide the link implant-bone. More precisely, the 

stem design creates stresses when the device is pressed in the bone and its constraining state 

Figure 24: Integra freedom wrist implant attached by screws (allegraorthopaedics.com) 
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ensures the prosthesis fixation. These implants are called press-fit or uncemented in opposition to 

the next category.  

4.5.3. Bone cement 

As said above, another way to link the prosthesis to the bone is by adding a biocompatible cement on 

the implant surface. Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) is commonly used to this purpose. Over the 

time, the viscosity of the bone cement changes that allows the surgeon to easily set it up between 

the implant and the bone, and then obtain a harder phase which maintains the prosthesis [18].  

4.5.4. Biological fixation 

The last way to fix an implant in the bone is using biological properties. Entering in contact with 

Titanium, the bone creates a direct contact. This phenomenon is called osteointegration and is 

enhanced by increasing the surface of contact of the implant. Thus, nowadays the prosthesis stems 

are coated with porous titanium as small as possible to improve the prosthesis bioactivity [19],[20]. 

The trend tends to decrease the porosity size until the nanoscale. Another biological process for the 

implant fixation is the bone bonding in presence of hydroxyapatite (HA) [18]. Among other examples, 

these two phenomena are used to maintain the cup in a hip prosthesis.   

4.6. Materials in orthopaedics  
Materials used in orthopaedics do not depend on the body part. Their main categories are the 

metals, ceramics and polymers. The basic materials are presented here, the associations, composites, 

or hybrids created by specific processes will be presented in the review.  

4.6.1. Metals 

Historically, the metals were the first biomaterials used in orthopaedics. Among them, titanium alloys 

[8], [21]–[24], stainless steels [25]–[27] and chromium-cobalt alloys [8], [28]–[31] are the most 

frequent nowadays. More precisely, Ti6Al4V, 316 L, M30NW, and CoCr28Mo, will be at stake.   

Because of their high modulus, they are effective as bearing structure. The cups, heads, stems, 

resurfacing implants can be manufactured in metal. Moreover, the good properties for 

osteointegration of titanium make it a common material for all the prosthesis parts in contact with 

the bones. 

4.6.2. Ceramics 

Ceramics were also used for the bearing parts of implants in orthopaedics because of their high 

strength and good resistance to wear. They usually constitute the cups, heads, resurfacing, and 

interposition implants. Among them, alumina Al2O3 [21], [28], [29], [32] and zirconia-based ceramics 

[33]–[35] are the more common in orthopaedics. Pyrocarbon is also a new ceramic used principally 

for interposition implants in the hand. With an elastic modulus close to the cortical bone, a high 

biocompatibility and good wear properties, it is a perfect prosthesis material [1], [36]–[38].  Patented 

and owned by Integra, this product remains partial on the market and still present brittleness issues. 

4.6.3. Polymers 

Polymers represent a wide range of applications in orthopaedics. Ultra High Molecular Weight 

Polyethylene (UHMWPE) is commonly used as liner whereas silicone makes IPP prostheses [2], [8], 

[30]. However, UHMWPE exists in several variations: according to the process it undergoes, new 

properties can appear  [39], [40]. Thus, 3 types can be separated: 

 Unirradiated UHMWPE 

 Highly cross-linked UHMWPE: a classical UHMWPE gamma irradiated at 50-100 kGy [41] 
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 Vitamin E highly cross-linked UHMWPE: two methods to add vitamin E to the UHMWPE exist. 

Doping consists in a classical highly cross-linked UHMWPE dived in a bath of vitamin E at high 

temperature whereas for a vitamin E blended UHMWPE, the PE powder and the vitamin are 

mixed and moulded together. The methods are respectively described elsewhere [42], [43]. 

Recently, interest was carried about PEEK use in orthopaedics [44]–[48].  

4.6.4. Processes 

Describing a material does not make sense if the applied processes are not presented. A biomaterial 

undergoes various steps from the material supply to the implantation (Figure 25) and every process 

affects the material’s final mechanical properties.  

 

Following the first two steps of the production cycle, the material properties are known therefore 

only the last two steps are usually investigated in the literature [23], [25]–[27], [35], [39], [41], [49]–

[52].  

5. Friction interfaces 
One of the major issues in orthopaedics is the prosthetic wear [29], [53], [54]. Indeed, by replacing a 

joint structure, the device is supposed to ensure the motion of the bones, so friction interfaces can 

be defined. Two sorts of interactions occur in joint replacement devices: hemi-prosthetic friction 

between the biological tissues and the biomaterials and intra-prosthetic friction between 

biomaterials, in the case of device in several parts.  

Hemi-prosthetic Micromotion Where?: In case of bone loosening, when the 
prosthesis/bone contact breaks down and a gap is 
created 
Interface materials: Porous titanium covered by HA 
against the bone (cortical and trabecular) 

Free motion Where?: In case of interposition and resurfacing implants 
Interface materials: Metals as CoCr alloys, ceramics 
(pyrocarbon, alumina) or even silicone rubber against the 
bone/cartilage. Presence of synovial fluid. 

Intra-prosthetic Sliding motion Where?: Between mobile pieces of prostheses 
Interface materials: metal-on-metal (MoM) [22], [25], 
[26], [28], [29], [31], [55], [56], ceramic-on-metal (CoM) 
[28], [57], ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) [21], [29], [32], 
metal-on-polymer (MoP) [2], [8], [9], [30], [39], [44], 
[58]–[60], and Ceramic-on-polymer (CoP) [33], [60] 

 

6. Tribology of materials 
Tribology is the study of material friction. Depending on various parameters, this subject is complex 

to study because often different phenomena are activated and interact.  

Raw material supply 

• molding 

• extrusion 

• casting 

• forging etc ... 

Manufacturing 

• cold working 

• thermal treatments 

• etc... 

 

Surface treatment 

• coatings 

• irradiation 

• polishing 

• passivation etc... 

Sterilization  

• gamma irradiated in 
air/vaccum/inert gas 

• gas plasma 

• EtO etc ... 

Figure 25: Process chain of a prosthesis 
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6.1. Mechanisms of wear 
Wear corresponds to material degradation. This process happens mainly at the surface or in the 

superficial layers of the material. Wear is the result of one or more mechanisms altering the material 

at the same time [59], [61]. 

 Adhesion occurs during the friction of materials with similar hardness. The material asperities 

stick together, creating shear stresses, and resulting in fatigue of the asperities which could 

crack and become debris. 

 Abrasion occurs when the asperities of a harder surface wear away a softer surface. 

 Fatigue: it is a specific mechanism in parallel to wear, but at the microscopic scale, material 

asperities also undergo fatigue under a cyclic loading, when the stress of the material 

exceeds the fatigue strength. 

 Corrosion is a chemical degradation of the surface due to interaction with the environment. 

Depending on the materials in friction, mechanism participations vary and modify the total wear. 

These processes can lead to fretting, delamination, pitting, burnishing, scratching, crack apparition or 

debris. 

6.2. Types of wear [30] 
The wear can be classified in modes according to its intensity.  

- Mode 1 is caused by the first contact of bearing areas. This mode is necessary for the 

prosthesis to function properly.   

- In Mode 2, the previous areas penetrate each other, generating surface abrasion.  

- When the wear is large enough, wear debris are released from the surfaces, and increase the 

friction between the materials. This is Mode 3.  

- Finally, the rubbing of non-bearing surfaces constitutes Mode 4. Fretting also occurs during 

this mode. 

6.3. Parameters of influence 
As said before, the wear process is very complex to understand because of the great quantity of 

influence parameters. Besides, the two materials at the interface have to be considered. The Figure 

26 summarizes these parameters [2], [30], [60]. 

 

Figure 26: Factors of influence for material wear 

Each of these parameters does not have an independent influence on the wear rate. Some studies 

demonstrated the difficulty of analysing these interactions.  

Type of material 

•composition 

•molecular 
weight (for PE) 

Process 

•manufacturing 

•sterilization 

•ageing 

•surface 
treatments 

Experimental 
properties 

•type/range of 
motion 

•number of 
cycles 

•contact pressure 

•etc ... 

Surface 
properties 

•hardness 

•roughness 

•degree of 
corrosion 

•etc...  

Body 
environment 

•lubricant 

•wear debris 

•temperature  

•etc... 
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6.4. Measure of wear 
Material wear is the amount of material removed by friction. It can be measured as the mass loss of 

the material. The wear rate (mm3/Nm) is the ratio of the wear volume over the normal load applied 

and the sliding distance. The linear wear rate is also computed, as the depth of the removed material 

divided by the number of cycles (mm/Mc). 

On the contrary the fatigue resistance is assessed before any experiment, based on the fatigue 

strength of the material (N/m1/2). 

7. Wear of prostheses 
In orthopaedics, prosthetic wear can have serious consequences not only for the use of the 

prosthesis, but also for the patient health. Indeed, when a material in a physiological environment 

wears, it produces particles which are released in the organisms around the prosthesis. The presence 

of debris initiates the third body wear and increases the wear rate while the body tissues react to the 

foreign elements. The host-tissue response starts with an inflammation of the tissues around and 

then the immune system is activated. Leukocytes, macrophages and endothelial cells are launched 

depending on particles size and try to eliminate the debris. In case of failure, fibrous tissues can be 

created around a material particle leading to a fibrosis [38]. For the patient, this process is painful, 

reduces her range of motion, and cannot stop until the body has eliminated all the debris, which 

never happens because of the constant wear. Moreover, the phagocytose leads to osteolysis and 

then to implant loosening [29], [59]. 

Regarding the worn material, the degradation of the surface has removed the oxidative layer which 

was protecting the material from corrosion. Once a fracture is opened or a part of the surface is 

removed, the material under is directly in contact with the physiological environment and oxides. 

Corrosion decreases the fatigue strength causing more fractures [38]. 

Figure 27 summarizes the wear chain for an implant in presence of particles activating the immune 

system. 

7.1. Clinical trials 
Historically, MoM implant was the first to be developed. Due to their strength, they present a good 

fracture resistance and biocompatibility and their high elastic modulus makes them an attractive 

material for orthopaedic prostheses. However, corrosion issues have been reported on various 

prostheses in stainless steel [62]. After at least 9 years, Walcazak reported 9/11th hip prostheses 

undergoing stem corrosion with a majority of chromium particles in the areas. Moreover, almost all 

the studied implants showed loosening [62]. Wear of the prosthesis also causes complications. 

Elevated serum levels of metal ions was often found during prosthesis revision [63]. Metal debris 

were suspected to be toxic for the body environment and initiate disturbances in its function. The 

particles from CoCrMo implants were studied according to their shape, size, composition and 

amount over a 15 months period [31]. But the consequences may be more severe than 

inflammation: a case of sciatic nerve palsy [54] and the presence of pseudo-tumour were also 

reported [63], [64].  

Friction Wear debris 
Foreign 

body 
reaction 

Osteolysis 
Implant 

loosening 

Figure 27: Wear chain for a prosthesis 
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To solve the particle release problem, CoC were developed; a historical review can be found 

elsewhere [32]. With a high wear resistance and a low friction coefficient [65], they competed with 

MoM. But the high strength of ceramics makes them brittle materials [66]. Cases of joint 

replacement fractures were reported [67]. The toxicity of the ceramic debris is also a preoccupation 

[28], therefore particles from CoCrMo and alumina were compared. Ceramics showed a better effect 

on cells [29]. 

More recently, studies compared the friction for different couple interfaces. CoC and MoC appeared 

to have the lowest friction coefficient whilst MoM combination created the highest friction. This 

trend is confirmed even with UHMWPE, CoP is better than MoP. The influence of the lubricant and 

the load was also studied [65]. 

Nowadays, MoP is the most popular and clinically successful material combination. A Swedish study 

demonstrated an effective rate up to 75% at 20 years of follow-up [68]. Among the metals paired 

with UHMWPE, CoCr showed lower wear rate [69].  However, UHMWPE produces important wear, 

and the debris were associated with an inflammatory response leading to osteolysis and promoting 

implant loosening and failures.  

Because of it, a renewed interest in MoM and CoC has been stimulated, based on improved 

materials, with optimized processes and designs. Thus, combinations between materials have been 

tried as coatings, ceramic composites, etc [28], [34], [37], [70]–[72]. These materials have improved 

wear resistance, but their structure often initiates new problems. Thus, coatings are susceptible to 

delaminate, element addition concentrates stresses and allows fractures [73].  

Each new material comes with its specific limitations and must be accurately studied and reported in 

order to create the best prosthesis. Section 7.2. summarizes ones of the current improvement 

techniques and researches.   

In parallel to material-on-material prostheses, clinical studies have also been performed on hemi-

surfacing and interposition implants, exploring both cartilage wear and implant surface [74],[75], 

[76]. Follow-ups of pyrocarbon implants started to be published and gave promising mechanical 

results [37], [77]. 

7.2. Material friction optimization  
Following the clinical trials or in order to complete implant material knowledge, laboratory 

experiments are performed either to test new materials on to vary the using conditions of the 

materials and try to optimize the prosthesis design. The methods (mainly pin-on-disc and hip 

simulator) is more precisely described in the main part of the report.  

This section is dedicated to the various ways of improvement currently tested to improve 

orthopaedic materials. As said before, improvements can occur at several levels along the material 

production cycle (Figure 25).  

The composition of the materials is the main field of study. By adding antioxidants to the UHMWPE, 

the polymer increases its wear resistance [42], [43], [49], [52], [78]–[80]. Similar treatments are 

experimented to modify the material structure of metals or ceramics [55], [70], [81]–[83]. 

Various surface treatments are also applied to create coatings on metals or polymers. Among them, 

oxidation layer [22], chemical surface treatment [50], duplex surface treatment on metals [23], [26], 

alumina coatings [28], [35], and parylene coatings [25], [84] are the most common.  
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Finally, the sterilization may also vary between gamma-irradiation, gas plasma, EtO; the power and 

environment in case of irradiation being variable [39], [40].  
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B. Appendix – Results of mechanical testing 

1. Coefficient of friction 
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2. Linear wear  
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C. Appendix – Results by profilometry 
 

 TA6V 316L cold worked 316L annealed CoCr M30NW 

UHMWPE 
plate # 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Transversal                

Max. depth 
(μm) 

30.6 24.9 28.5 25.4 25.3 28.0 27.8 24.1 30.3 28.7 25.5 29.3 24.9 25.7 24.3 

      

Profile area 
(μm2) 

23864 21627 24971 23323 20517 19970 24309 19769 24299 25217 21383 27185 21237 21551 18735 

      

Longitudinal                

Max. depth 
(μm) 

28 30.9 35.2 24.8 23.1 28.8 28.5 28.8 39.2 32.8 30.6 42.4 28.8 26.4 33.4 

                

Profile area 
(μm2) 

228109 240915 150342 199469 175265 206210 234058 162747 233216 285696 231794 334064 204212 184999 215536 
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